


Skies above the sea. Seas stirring sand. Sand assailing shores to sculpt the future. 
Sand, land, wind, water and weather create an identity for Jacob Munch and Henrik 
Bruun – creators of the furniture brand, Bruunmunch.

The two childhood friends grew up near windswept dunes by the North Sea, with 
schoolmates who became lifelong friends, and with a distant goal that may have 
arisen from the far horizons of the sea they have been gazing into all their lives.

Trusting others and earning a trustworthy reputation can be something of a challenge 
as well as a necessity. Agreements must be kept; that’s a tradition in a remote 
region. Traditions must be respected, but you must also know the difference 
between tradition and letting your creativity become bound by convention. 

Rounded by nature

Chair PLAYchair Counter H65 by Bruunmunch & Simonsen 
Sørensen Leather Hero Cognac  



Table PLAYdinner Lamé by Jacob Munch & Henrik Bruun
Chair PLAYswing by Bruunmunch & Simonsen 

Sorensen Leather NUANCE by Space Copenhagen

Table PLAYdinner Lamé by Jacob Munch & Henrik Bruun
FSC certified Solid wood Oak Smoked

Chair PLAYchair Swing by Bruunmunch & Simonsen
Sørensen Leather Hero Black



Founded in 2008 by the two childhood friends Jacob Munch and Henrik Bruun. 
The two sober minded owners from the southern part of Denmark have known 
each other since the age of five. Their pursuit for perfection was failing to be met 
when it came to furniture so they decided to make their own, and form a company 
with an uncompromising approach to design and quality. Bruunmunch has 
developed dramatically from the early days. But the processes within production 
has not changed since the first piece of furniture was created by the two owners 
from Esbjerg. 

Bruunmunch 



Table PLAYdinner Lamé by Jacob Munch & Henrik Bruun
FSC certified Solid Wood Oak, natural oil
Chairs PLAYchair Swing by Bruunmunch & Simonsen
Sørensen Leather Hero Black



Chair PLAYbar 75 by Bruunmunch & Simonsen
Chair PLAYbar 65 by Bruunmunch & Simonsen
Sorensen Leather NUANCE by Space Copenhagen 



Sofa EMO by Mlka Tolvanen
Dakar Cognac
Coffee Tables PLAYround by Jacob Munch & Henrik Bruun 
FSC certified Solid Oak, smoked

A stone’s throw from Lemvig Fjord you will find the wood manufacturer where all 
Bruunmunch solid wood furniture are made. The large, old factory buildings are 
filled with the scent of wood.

An oak tree may be up to 40 metres high. For the quality conscious, this is a reli- 
able choice for furniture manufacturing. Oak is not only used because it is du-
rable, but also because it gives a visual experience. Oak possesses a beautiful 
colour palette and also a glow which adds unique shades to the expression. Oak 
contains substances which provide resistance to wear and rot, and with a closed 
structure, it is almost impossible for water to penetrate and destroy it.

The employees at the factory all have years of experience working with wood. The 
hands which persistently work with the wood and the Bruunmunch furniture, work 
from old traditions of fine Danish craftsmanship. Quality, thoroughness, meticu-
lousness and pride are values that go hand in hand with the manufacturing in the 
old timber workshop. The sound of the teeth on the saw which bite the oak, the 
scent of wood and the eyes that focus all melt together with Bruunmunch’s pre-
ferred and carefully chosen Danish manufacturer.

Created in wood



Our style has evolved into a niche of its own, interpreting previous design 
aesthetics from the 1950s and `60s and renewing them to fit a modern lifestyle. 
We design and produce high-end contemporary furniture with identity using long 
lasting and durable materials. Our upholstery team has more than 50 years of 
experience in the design and the development of upholstered furniture, construc-
tion techniques, materials and production.

Our structure frames are hand built from European plywood, and the seat frames 
are built from solid European pine mounted with No-Sag springs. No-Sag springs 
ensures high comfort and long durability. Our sofas are constructed using only 
Eco-Tex labelled high-density cold cured foam from leading European suppliers.
All foam qualities are fire retardant for your safety. We recommend using fabric 
from Kvadrat and leather from Sorensen Leather, both local suppliers. All our up-
holstery is made by hand in Denmark

Upholstery



Sofa Reason by Peter Barreth 
Fabric Kvadrat Re-Wool col. 218

Coffee Tables STONE by Bruunmunch & Simonsen
Marble Bianco



Sofa PUMP by Peter Barreth
Table STORY by Bruunmunch & Simonsen 

Our stone manufacturer is one of the oldest stone companies in Denmark. With 
roots dating back to 1867 they know what it `s all about. Quality, precision and 
love for the material. We chose them, because they are leading in their field in 
Denmark and have some of the highest quality standards. They are in possession 
of the newest and most advanced equipment for stone production and occupy 
employees with many years of experience. 

It`s natural and long lasting



Chairs PLAYchair Counter H65 by Bruunmunch & Simonsen 
Sørensen Leather Hero Cognac 



Table PLAYdinner Round Ø120 by Jacob Munch & Henrik Bruun 
FSC certified Solid Wood, Oak natural oil
Chairs PLAYchair Tube by Bruunmunch & Simonsen
Sørensen Leather Hero Black

A stone’s throw from Lemvig Fjord you will find the wood manufactur-
er where all Bruunmunch solid wood furniture are made. The large, old 
factory buildings are filled with the scent of wood.

An oak tree may be up to 40 metres high. For the quality conscious, 
this is a reli- able choice for furniture manufacturing. Oak is not only 
used because it is durable, but also because it gives a visual experi-
ence. Oak possesses a beautiful colour palette and also a glow which 
adds unique shades to the expression. Oak contains substances 
which provide resistance to wear and rot, and with a closed structure, 
it is almost impossible for water to penetrate and destroy it.

The employees at the factory all have years of experience working 
with wood. The hands which persistently work with the wood and the 
Bruunmunch furniture, work from old traditions of fine Danish crafts-
manship. Quality, thoroughness, meticulousness and pride are values 
that go hand in hand with the manufacturing in the old timber work-
shop. The sound of the teeth on the saw which bite the oak, the scent 
of wood and the eyes that focus all melt together with Bruunmunch’s 
preferred and carefully chosen Danish manufacturer.

Created in wood



The Lobster Chair & Ottoman is an exclusive and elegant Danish designed new 
modern. The chair has been designed by LUND & PAARMANN and was first 
launched in 2008. Lobster is produced using quality materials: the shell is molded 
beech with a walnut veneer or black beech veneer on the outside whit a mat lac-
quered surface easy to clean, on the indeside with leather from Sorensen Leather.

Lobster



The Lobster Chair by Lund & Paarmann
Sørensen Leather Passion black 
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